Introduction
Several barriers preclude the optimal design of phylogenetic studies. These include the lack of large numbers of genetic markers useable across the breadth of taxa under study [1] and the means of selecting the optimal set or subset(s) of markers to resolve phylogenetic hypotheses related to those taxa [2, 3] . The availability of genome sequences for comparative analysis [4] and marker design [5] [6] [7] , new techniques for data collection [8, 9] , and continuing advances in massively parallel DNA sequencing [10] are rapidly increasing the number of markers useful across broad taxonomic extents to overcome the first barrier. Quantitative methods of estimating the information content or informativeness of candidate loci are addressing the second.
Townsend [3] proposed an algorithm to enable the computation of phylogenetic informativeness (PI) at discrete time periods and across spans of time (epochs). Here, we report an implementation of Townsend's algorithm, TAPIR (Tally Approximations of Phylogenetic Informativeness Rapidly), suited to high-throughput analysis and comparison of large (> 100 loci) data sets. TAPIR expands on the capabilities of the PhyDesign [11] web application in several ways. First, TAPIR selects the best-fitting, finite-sites substitution model for each locus prior to inputting the computed base frequencies and estimated substitution rate matrix for each locus to the site rate and phylogenetic informativeness estimation procedure. This allows subsequent phylogenetic informativeness measures to incorporate more realistic models of locus-specific substitution. Second, TAPIR uses a parallel processing approach to estimate substitution models, site rates, and phylogenetic informativeness for large datasets (>100 loci) datasets reasonably quickly. Third, TAPIR enables rapid re-analysis of data from 
Approach
We wrote TAPIR in Python, taking advantage of the fast array operations provided by the NUMPY (http://numpy.scipy.org) and SCIPY (http://scipy.org) libraries, tree handling using DENDROPY (http://packages.python.org/dendropy/), and SQLITE3 for data storage and retrieval. TAPIR also depends on HYPHY [12] . Briefly, TAPIR takes as input a dated tree, a folder of nexus-formatted alignments containing the taxa in the dated tree, a list of discrete time points for which to compute the net phylogenetic informativeness (! !" ), a list of intervals over which to compute the net phylogenetic informativeness (! !" ), and an output folder for results storage. After starting a run, TAPIR generates an array of discrete times spanning the depth of the dated tree
and scales the branch lengths of the input tree to fall within the interval 0, 100 using a correction factor (!). Then, the program feeds each alignment to a HYPHY sub-process that computes the best-fitting, finite-sites substitution model for the alignment, estimates the site rates across each alignment given the best-fitting substitution model, scales the site rates by !, creates an array of corrected site rates 
and computes results element-wise:
TAPIR sums across the axes of the resulting array to compute net informativeness for each time in ! !"## and returns requested values to the user by reindexing the array. To compute phylogenetic informativeness over intervals, TAPIR iterates over user-defined epochs !"#$", !"# and uses scipy to vectorize the integral computation of (eqn. 1) over
using the QUADPACK algorithm [13] .
TAPIR writes results for all computations of PI to an SQLITE database indexed by locus name. If running on a platform having multiple compute cores, TAPIR divides the number of loci to be analyzed into subsets of roughly equal size and processes subsets of data in parallel using n-1 compute cores. Users can rapidly re-process site-rate data to re-
compute ! !" and ! !" at different times or across different intervals by passing the output folder containing ! ! as input to TAPIR along with a command-line flag. We provide helper scripts within the TAPIR package that support graphical presentation and comparison of results from different marker sets using RPY2
(http://rpy.sourceforge.net/). Users can generate more complex figures by connecting a statistical/graphics package (i.e., R) to the results store in the sqlite database.
To illustrate the graphical outputs of the program and summarize the amount of time required to process loci, we selected three data sets containing 20, 183, and 917 nuclear loci [14, 15] , each drawn from the same 17 (Supplementary Table 1 ), genomeenabled mammals, and we estimated net PI (! !" and ! !" ) across 5 intervals intersecting each node of the same dated tree ( Supplementary Fig 1) . We ran all computations using an Apple Mac Pro workstation (dual, quad-core Intel Xeon at 3 Ghz) having 24 GB of RAM, and we plotted the resulting PI values (! !" ) for the data set containing 20 nuclear loci across each of 10 time intervals (Supplementary Fig 2) . We used the comparative plotting functions of TAPIR to contrast the mean (Fig 1A) and net (Fig 1B) PI of the 20 most informative loci from each data set during select time intervals. We also plot the run time (Supplementary Figure 4) required for TAPIR to process each data set. 
